
̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾㷢疻ኩ藶蔭 
ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival Entry Application Form 

ኩ藶ᘏܻ承 
Applicant’s Home 

Language

舣 
English

1.   ኩ藶ᘏ㿁誢虻碘 Info of Applicant(s) or Applying Entity

ኩ藶ᘏݷ圸物 
Name of Applicant(s):

ኩ藶ᘏಅ痀㾴疑物 
Country of Origin:

緳蕣ݷ圸物 
Name of Producer(s):

疩ᄍݷ圸物 
Name of Director(s):

硢䒍ݷ圸物 
Name of Videographer(s):

翥膚ݷ圸物 
Name of Choreographers(s):

ᄍڊᘏݷ圸物 
Name of Performer(s)

肥妏Ոݷ圸物 
Name of Contact Person(s)

肥妏Ո襎扖物 
Phone number(s) of Contact Person(s)

肥妏Ո襎蟈瑿物 
Email address(es) of Contact Person(s)

肥妏Ո翕ӤᐒԻଘݣ虻碘: (覍
ᥝ霘䌃牧֢蝢懱ᗭ奲አ) 
Info of Contact Person(s) on 
Online Social Network(s) 
(Optional, for group announcement 
ONLY)

❏       Facebook物      
❏        Whatsapp物 
❏        Wechat物 
❏        ٌ犢 Others物

㷢疻螡殻物 
Submission Categories:

❏        埈搴蟂犩 Awarded Campaign and Screening 
ҁ粙裾15獤楮獉牧ෝ2015ଙ1์1෭犥盅蕣֢ Film 
running time measures 15 mins or shorter, produced on or 
later than 1 Jan 2015) 

❏        覍埈搴蟂犩 Screening ONLY 
ҁ粙碻裾现蕣֢෭๗犋褖 Films of All lengths and 
Production Periods ҂



虻碘 Info on Entry Filmߝ֢ .2

 :圸ҁኩ藶ᘏܻ承҂ݷߝ֢
Entry Title (in Applicant’s Home 
Language):

 圸ҁ舣҂物ݷߝ֢
Entry Title (in English):

粙裾物(hh:mm:ss) 
Film Running Time:

蕣֢෭๗物(dd/mm/yyyy) 
Production Date:

墋Օҁኩ藶ᘏܻ承牧夹ߝ֢
100҆300ਁ҂物 
Film Description (in Applicant’s 
Home Language, around 
100-300 words):

墋Օҁ舣牧夹100҆300ߝ֢
ਁ҂物 
Film Description (in English, 
around 100-300 words)

粙觊ࣳ物 
Genre:

❏       Ꭸ粙 Short Film 
❏        夵翑粙 Documentary 
❏        䋿涢粙 Experimental 
❏        㵕向 Animation 
❏        ٌ犢 Others物ҸҸҸҸҸҸҸҸҸ

ฎ玽珀承ᔰ牫 
Are there Any Language 
Materials Used in the Film?

❏        ฎ Yes 
❏        玽 No 
҃藶傶ಅ磪承ᔰ׀舣承薹
藯现ਁ癷 Please provide 
English subtitles for ALL 
Language Materials

ইฎ牧藶霘ᔰ承: 
 If Yes, please state 
the used language:

粙薪፡现ӥ斉蝫奾ҁই磪ੂ
嘨牧藶ݶ碻׀҂物 
Link to Stream and Download 
Film (Please Provide Password if 
Necessary for Access):

粙้糷ԏ糫殻㷢膏ԏ疻
薩物 
Previous Award(s) or Participated 
Exhibition(s) :

猋戢㺔氂物 
Remark(s) or Inquiry:



3.  㷢疻㶧捍 Terms and Conditions

獉现粚稗物ߝ֢ .1
1.1   傶硌疻薪唰憙ᰀ牧य़䨝矑้ݑ㷢膏ٌ犢疻薩襎℄ԏ֢ߝ牧֕粙襑傶ኩ藶㻌֖
ጱܻ獺֢ߝ牧ᘒኩ藶㻌֖䢐磪֢ߝጱಅ磪粚稗牐 
1.2    ಅ磪螏Իᛗ̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾ጱ獈螡֢ߝ牏ፘ橕ਁ现玀ᆙ缛璂ݢ胼䨝ᤩአ
֢獍樄硯碸现ਯ㯽ԏᔰ牧ಅ磪ኩ藶㻌֖ෝಭ蔭碻૪ᤩ憙֢搝Ԩय़䨝篷㱘ֵአ牏獶蜉
粙牏ፘ橕ਁ现玀ᆙ缛زᔰጱ稗ڥ牐 
1.3    ই螏Իጱ粙窟现ֵአٍ粚稗ԏᶪ禼牏ਁ牏猟现ٌ犢甿誢زᔰ牧碇藶ෝ螏Ի獮嘦
狒૪ݳဩኩ藶ಅ磪زᔰԏ獍樄砮硯稗牧ֵ獊粙ጱಅ磪زᔰ璂ݢෝ硯碸牏翕Ӥଘݣ犥现癧
疻缛犋̽ݶROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾ၚ㵕Ӿ֢獍樄砮硯牐ইࢩ砮硯粙ᘒ叨ኞ茐֢稗现粚
稗缛ፘ橕凗捍牧ಭ粙Ո㷢疻ᘏ襑揗獊揣牐 
1.4    ই粙獉ֵአԧ犨֜承ᔰ牧藶ෝ粙Ӿ׀舣承洛薹现ਁ癷牐 
1.5    ኧಭ粙Ո嘦藨㷢疻ԏ෭蚏牧ಅ磪獈螡֢ߝ璂疥糷Ԩ10ॠጱ盏藲碻樌牧虏֢ݢߝೲ䋿褬
眐丆现硳ຎ֢ๅग़哴珿ԏ蒂牐 
1.6    य़䨝疥狒ኸ䌘֢ߝ獉现粚稗奞㳷ጱ磧奰究ਧ稗现薹朰稗牐 
1.7    ಅ磪粙螏Ի㻌֖璂殾奞捝现กጮ监褸ᒍ纷獉ጱ瞲现憒礿牐ᘒኩ藶㻌֖襑ෝݶ
य़䨝ጱ㷢疻礿稠牏粚稗憒ਧ犥现粙ֵአ稗缛奞㳷盅牧墣ᗟ̿㷢疻㶧捍̀牐ಅ磪ኩ藶璂
ෝ櫕ොԧ薹ݶ̿㷢疻㶧捍̀盅ො胼ኞ硳牐 
  
2. ಭ粙㷢疻物
碻㷢膏̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾疻碸现ݶ犥ӥ礿կԏ螏Ի粙璂ᛔ㵕ኩ藶ݳ磪ᒧݝ   2.1
糫殻埈螡ၚ㵕物 
a.     粙裾物15獤楮犥獉ԏܻ獺֢ߝ 
b.     蕣֢෭๗物2015ଙ1์1෭犥盅ԏܻ獺ٌ֢ߝਙ裾ଶ现蕣֢෭๗ԏ粙ݝ胼ኩ藶㷢膏
疻碸ၚ㵕牧๚胼㷢膏埈螡犨֜糫殻牐 
2.2   獈瑻ᘏෝ墣ᗟ̽獈螡֢ߝ嘦藨㷢疻䨗̾盅牧䛑疧᯿疾ᤈ櫕ො㶧捍羊ᐟ牧犋褰蝐ڊ
㷢疻现/埈螡牐 
2.3    य़䨝疥狒ኸ䌘粙㷢螡虻໒ጱ磧奰究ਧ稗现薹朰稗牐 
  
3.  糫殻虻懱物 
3.1    傶Ἡ玎ๅग़羊獺֢牧̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾埈螡ҁ㷢螡ᥝ穩藶㷢褂犥Ӥ2.1殻ԏ
礿҂粬戔糫殻ROLLOUT 戺疛य़糫牏ROLLOUT 戺疛വՕ֢ߝ糫牏ROLLOUT 薪唰纏螡
妿戺螡ߝଘ磪ಅ藲碉牧ই碉誢֢ߝ糫现ROLLOUT獺碝य़糫牧糫殻ጱ䋿褬碍殻狅֢ߝ֢
盅Ֆ๚ᒧ戺疛䌕禂秂伛牧蟂犩糫殻ఢ磪ᤩ憙傶̿ℂ耬̀ 牐 
3.2    舙獋㮆犥Ӥ֢ߝጱ者獤ፘݶ牧㳷ኧ戺疛֢磧盅究捍牐 
3.3    य़䨝疥狒ኸ䌘֢ߝ糷糫虻໒现ਞ矎ጱ磧奰究ਧ稗现薹朰稗牐 
  
4. य़䨝磪稗狕硬̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾ಅ磪ፘ橕ᒍ纷牏憒㳷现礿稠獉牐 
  
5. 獡螏Ի֢ߝ现ኩ藶蔭䁭ݷ㷢疻ጱ֢ߝ牧ܨ憙傶૪ԧ薹㪔ݶ监褸ᒍ纷犥现Ӥ蝄ԏಅ磪礿
稠牐 

6.  य़䨝狒ኸ䌘ฎ稞膚袅猟疻ಅ磪Ԫጱ磧奰薹朰稗牧犥现磧奰究ਧԏ蟳眐稗牐



1.  Work Content and Copyrights: 
 1.1 To provide a more extensive repertoire of choices for the audience, dance films which have been 
shown in other exhibitions or festivals will be accepted but they have to be the original works of the 
applying entity and the applying entity should own the sole copyright of the film. 
1.2  All selected dance films, the relevant texts and stills etc. submitted to the ROLLOUT Dance Film 
Festival may be used as materials for public screenings and publicity.  All entry applications submitted 
will automatically authorize the Dance Film Festival to use and edit these submitted videos, text, stills 
and their related elements at no cost. 
1.3 The applying entity should ensure that they have been granted the legal rights to use all 
copyrighted elements such as music, text, images and other media forms in the video for public 
broadcasting, so that all elements in the submitted video can be used and broadcasted by ROLLOUT 
Dance Film Festival in its public screening activities, online platforms and screening tours. If any 
copyrights infringement or related disputes are caused by showing the video to anyone, the applying 
entity should bear the sole responsibility for the settlements . 
1.4 If language materials are used in the film, please provide in the film subtitles and remarks for these 
materials in English. 
1.5  The selected entities will be given a pending period of ten days upon their confirmations of 
participation to fine-tune their works for optimal screening results 
1.6 The Organisers of ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival reserve the final rights to interpret and decide on 
the rules and regulations of submitted work contents and the relevant copyright issues. 
1.7  All applying entities should read and understand the submission rules and regulations thoroughly. 
The application will only be valid if all parties show their consent on the rules of submission, copyright 
use and the Festival’s rights to use the submitted videos etc. by signing this “Terms and Conditions” 
located at the end of the entry application form. 
  
2. Entry Submission: 
2.1  Only submitted videos of the following conditions will be enrolled in both the awarded Campaign 
and Screening categories automatically: 
a. Running time : 15 minutes or less 
b. Production date: 1 January 2015 or after 
Films of other lengths of running time and production dates are not eligible for entering the campaign 
session and thus will not be given any award. 
2.2 By signing the Confirmation of Participation, all accepted entities are considered to have shown 
consent on participating in the Festival, and therefore should respect the spirit of mutual agreement 
and avoid withdrawing from the Festival on all circumstances. 
2.3 The Organisers of ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival reserve the final rights to interpret and decide 
the eligibility of acceptances into the Festival. 
   
3. Campaign Awards: 
3.1 To encourage more creations of quality projects, ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival created a 
campaign session (see the rules of eligibility in Item 2.1 above) to present the following awards to 
outstanding dance films: the ROLLOUT Dance Film Jury Award, the ROLLOUT Jury Recommendation 
Award, the ROLLOUT Audience Choice Award and the ROLLOUT Innovation Award. The actual 
number of awards may be adjusted according to the overall quality of the dance films. An award may 
be void if no films can meet the professional standards accredited by the Jury after evaluation. 
3.2 If two or more works are given the same score, the Jury will make the final decision on the award 
arrangement. 
3.3  The Organisers of ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival own the final rights to interpret and decide the 
eligibility for and the allocation of all awards. 
  
4. The Organisers of ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival reserve the rights to make changes to the content 
of all relevant rules, regulations, terms and conditions of the Festival. 
  
5. Once the submissions are done, all applying entities are considered to have understood and agreed 
to the submission rules and regulations and the above terms and conditions of ROLLOUT Dance Film 
Festival. 
  
6. The Organisers of ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival reserve the rights of final interpretation and the 
discretion rights for final decision on all matters of the Festival.



碇藶ෝ霘গ犥Ӥኩ藶蔭牧奞捝ݶ㪔墣ᗟ̿㷢疻㶧捍̀盅牧肥ݶ粙羊螡竃ศ薹猟ଶ玀ᆙ
蝚螂襎蟈咳蝑ᛗinquiry@rolloutmacao.com ኩ藶㷢疻牐य़䨝疥蝚螂襎蟈ݻ౮ۑ獈螡㷢膏
̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾ԏ㷢疻ᘏ咳蝑獈螡嘦藨蝢Ꭳ犥现ፘ橕㷢疻托眐牐 

Please send the completed form, the agreed and signed Terms and Conditions along 
with selected stills to inquiry@rolloutmacao.com before the deadline of submission for 
entry application. All accepted applying entities to ROLLOUT Dance Film Festival will be 
notified and confirmed through emails along with details of participation.

❏   Ոҁ㿁誢҂૪托奞ԧ薹现ݶ̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾ԏ獍樄监褸ᒍ纷犥现犥Ӥಅ
殻㷢疻牏粚稗牏糫殻现ݱ殻㷢疻憒ਧ现藯ก牧㪔䨝挘螞̽ROLLOUT 膚猟疻̾ԏݱԏڜ
硯碸缛憒ਧ牐 
  
❏   I (We) have already read the submission rules and regulations of ROLLOUT Dance 
Film Festival and the above terms and conditions thoroughly. I agree with and will follow all 
rules and regulations stated about the aspects of submission, copyrights,  awards and 
screening etc. 
  
  
ኩ藶㻌֖դ蔭墣ݷ现෭๗物 
Signature of the Representative of the Applying Entity and Date:


